Voice-Recognizing Gamification Alexa Skill
Initial Field Test
My creation is a user-friendly Unity gamification scene that will transport audience’s to the Amazon
Campus. User will be guided through the campus by the voice-recognition element of ‘Alexa’ and will
receive context of what actions are possible with in the story’s scene. Within in the 3D scene there are
interactive elements that can be ‘triggered’ when the user chooses that command. Therefore, I am
testing the limits of voice-recognizing software to aid in self navigational interaction with a visual-to-text
simulation element to transport the viewer’s mind to experience storytelling as well as visually immerse
the user into a story (without, necessarily needing to see the physical scene). I am specifically going to
test Amazon’s Echo (a digital ‘assistant’ or technically it is a ‘smart home appliance’) by creating my own
version of a new skill available for developers. The skill is referred to as an Interactive Gamification Alexa
Skill:
“It is a tool with source code available that enables you to graphically
design interactive choose-your-own-adventure games
for Alexa. With these skills, you can showcase original content or build
compelling companion experiences to existing books,
movies and games. Learn more about game skills on Alexa,” (Amazon
Developer Page, 2016).

Then I will attach the skill to a scene that I create in Unity 3D Software that depicts a story (Unity 3D will
be the basis of the foundation for the skill to live and navigate to trigger points that are activated in the
story).
Hypothesis
I often find it unfortunate that experiencing a reported story written with visual elements by some of
the best journalists in the industry can only be seen and ‘robotically’ described through screen readers.
My Hypothesis for this new technology will allow literally everyone to experience stories that are
reported. Just like Plato said, “Those who tell the stories, rule society,” so why are we (as Journalists)
only thinking about people who seem to skip over the luxuries of sight every day? What about those
who are living in a world with just sound (well I guess smell and touch as well)? I think that the visually
impaired are living in a world similar to non-handicapped people but in 2D and in black and white. Yes,
there are commands in coding to create and emphasize words, but that is the extent to some people’s
vivid imagery. Pictures are worth a thousand words, so let’s help everyone see those visuals?
The technology and the appeal is aimed at news and media outlets to reach audiences like never before.
News and media outlets will be able to easily create a story that has voice-to-visual-to-text navigational
elements from my ‘plugin’ play’ skill into any software that a journalist uses to create story into a 3D
scene (the software for the premises will be compatible for any 3D/Virtual/Augmented Reality
software). Therefore, with the basis of a ‘concrete’ foundation for the story is being recreated in the
Unity 3D software and everyone will be able to view it in virtual reality as well as 3D on their smart
devices with the voice-navigational skill.
At this moment in time, Alexa (or Echo the actual device and Alexa is the similar concept as Apple’s Siri.
Alexa comes OEM on Echo and responds to commands), is being incorporated into newsrooms and
media outlets by the newsgathering skill. This skill enables journalists to quickly receive a briefing for
weather conditions, traffic, as well as story updates through voice commands. However, I believe this

voice-recognizing skill (yet at times can be difficult to communicate with and can be quite frustrating
software to manipulate) can offer media/news outlets the ability to reach new audiences.
With the Alexa Skills Kit the ‘visuals-to-text’ or voice-navigating visuals is possible to create and
implement not only for users to control a storytelling scene without touch but give visually impaired
users to actually ‘see’ the story and the environment like everyone else. The voice-recognizing skill
allows audiences to control the story by initiating and repeating commands installed (in the skill that I
create) and transport to the story’s environs.
Target Audience
The technology storytelling platform I am creating is aimed at two audiences: visually impaired
individuals and those who are visually capable (so everyone else). Why not take control of all aspects of
storytelling and reach the visually impaired individuals as well? Providing an experience deeper and
more meaningful than just voice-to-text screen readers can do, but give options for audiences to choose
how they want to experience and see the story.
Field Test Details
I first had to think of what story I was going to recreate. And Shruti, a fellow classmate, helped me hone
in on the final idea. A simple tour of the Amazon campus with sounds bites, natural sound and 360
video attached to transport the viewer into the actual Amazon experience. This tour concept will be a
great starting point to get the navigational voice-to-text visuals tested. It is about the platform that I am
creating and how I tell the story not the story itself. Therefore, the next task I needed to do was find a
great aerial map of the Amazon campus. Then reciprocate the buildings into Unity.
Understanding that I may need to know how to code was pretty apparent to me, because I can't always
count on pre-scripted html and java readily available at my disposal. Therefore, I created an account
with Codeacademy.com and started to learn Ruby. Ruby is a web development tool to build basic
framework of applications. This tool is a universal language for developers to create applications with.
Unity elements came first:
Establishing a new scene in Unity is simple after you download the free version.
On the starting pane you push 3D and choose assets to upload to your new project. I
was taught to always choose environments and characters packages first and you can
always add-on later. (Plus, I tried to add more than 3 asset packages at the beginning
and trust me you do not want to wait that long for the software to process. It literally
took like a half hour. So I recommend just sticking to the two goodies above.) Then I
Googled ‘Amazon Campus Map’ and I searched for the perfect aerial view of the original
campus.
After I found a great image, my next mission was to go to the Unity asset store
and find a building package that had as many elements as possible to Amazon’s. Well, I
paid $15 for the Modern Buildings Pack and then realized that I was shaping, spinning,
and manipulating the buildings more than I would have liked. That is why I reached out
to my professor and suggested a couple asset packages that I thought would be very
beneficial to my ground work I was laying for my scene to purchase. However, my first
attempt to creating my ‘Amazon Campus’ was okay. I think I picked kind of a limited
buildings package because after sizing rotating, etc., I realized that when I went back to

the asset store for other items I came across an absolute perfect package for my
buildings. Because thus far, I had tried to retexture, recolor and mold the buildings into
what I thought might just have to be ‘good enough’. Nonetheless, I was very lucky that
my professor was so great about purchasing the asset packages because he can
repurpose them for other academic projects in the future.
Then I multi-tasked and downloaded Playmaker to be an 'asset' for this scene
that I was creating because I want the user to have an interactive capability of the
campus. (Provided by Professor on his Virtual Storytelling website.) While I waited for
my professor to send me those packages I tuned into the Playmaker tutorials.
(Playmaker in Unity will give your ‘objects’ motion and animation.) So I was completely
optimistic about doing the training on my own. So much so that I downloaded a crazy
fun treasure chest for the object that we were to practice with but I shortly found out
that There is a specific kind object that is needed for every ‘Playmaker’ animation to
work properly and that was the element of animation must be described in the panel at

the top right in the asset store after you click to view the asset. Because what will
happen is that when you press play it will only give you first person perspective. Not
what you want. So after finally figuring that part out, I went and found a normal
treasure chest (because that is the object the tutorial works with for practice) and found
one that actually had a description of animation. Then I redid all of the steps for
playmaker and it worked fabulously.
After finally learning the how to create animated objects within my scene
(which I recommend doing in a ‘new project’ in Unity so you do not accidently ruin a
project you have been working on) I switched over to my Amazon Campus and
attempted to ‘unzip’ the assets that Professor Pacheco sent me. I was so excited and
couldn’t wait to drag them into my project and start playing with the assets. However,
the packages seemed to be so large and I guess I didn’t really know how to unzip files
(even though I have done them several times before) obviously unity was a little
different. And I ran into quite a bit of trouble as I clicked to download and unzip the files
I wasn’t completely understanding why the files were not dragging and dropping into
my scene?! So I closed out of the scene and restarted the program. FYI, it completely
crashed the scene and my computer for about 38 hours. But I finally got it back up and I
was able to start tweaking the assets, but only after I erased all of the original assets and
then went to the task bar at the top and opened the assets tab and imported packages.
This was the best and most efficient way to gather everything without crashing.
~The packages that the professor purchased were packages that will
bring so much to my final project are: roads and cars that will automatically
simulate traffic as the user’s avatar walks by the road! (So cool!) Then a 3D
mapping package that looks so cool. It looks like it is a similar avenue (no pun
intended) to Pokémon Go’s map interface! That is rad! (Pardon my
unprofessionalism) but it also has an AR capability!) And lastly a package I
requested was for Mobile accessibility (for iOS and Android).

I would like to mention on a side note that I communicated with not only Unity
customer service but also on the Unity community forums for answers when I was have
such a hard time and it was very useful. I highly recommend utilizing these platforms.
Furthermore, the point that I am at now is not my stopping point but the point in which
the project is due. As I last tested my scene I hit a road block because every time I
pressed play to scene how my scene looked it wasn’t letting me do so. An error on the
screen came telling me that I had to compile the errors before playing. Honestly I have
no idea what that means and tried sending my scene via compressed file to Professor
Pacheco but I had a ton of errors and I am not sure why?
So I took a breather from the scene and I began to start my learning and process to build the voice
recognizing interface with the Alex skill to attach to my Unity scene.

Alexa Skill came second:
Requirements for building out a Skill:
1. Identify the problem set
2. Form a script
3. What are all of the things I want my customers to say to interact with my skill
• For example:
• Find me a plumber
• I need a plumber right now
• How much does it cost for a plumber for two hours
4. Intent/Slots
5. Intent: “Find me a plumber”; Slot- “Wednesday”
6. To create intents, go to developer.amazon.com◊Alexa Tab◊Create a new Skill
(an account needs to be created in order to create a Skill)
a. Embed Alexa into hardware you are building
b. Or, build a Skill
7. Copy intent schemas
8. Next step is to start to code
a. Configure function, connect to Alexa Skills kit
b. Lambda function code
9. Change speech output with Alexa’s expected response

10. Create function◊Alexa Dev Portal
a. Use the ARN at in the top right corner of the page
11. Test code- request and response boxes need to be populated.
At first I was having difficulties getting a hold of my sister (first mistake) because she is
in London, but I wasn’t sure the type of script form needed for the skill so I went to the
developer site and there were steps to create the skill. Nevertheless, I worked through the
obstacles and created a path of least resistance to create this skill. I found it interesting that
you have to open so many browser pages and register an account with not only Amazon
Web Services (AWS) (after activating that I went back to the developer page I read up on

different types of skills, requirements and language within the ‘skill kit’). But with all of the
tool kits and API developing skills to attach to in order to create this skill.
I began with a ‘webinar for voice design 101; it was very interesting
https://goto.webcasts.com/viewer/event.jsp?ei=1109465 (I recommend this for new
developers because it really does give you some background on the skill). I was able to
follow all the steps (surprisingly well and fast) until the ‘node.js’ point. I watched the
Lynda.com videos on node.js as well as java and HTML. Because when I reached out to my
sister for help her internal colleagues literally hadn’t worked on this skill and the only advice
was to ask on the forum (which I did and received no response).

*https://developer.amazon.com/public/community/post/TxEQV5K754YS77/Announcin
g-a-New-Tool-for-Building-Interactive-Adventure-Games-on-Alexa This is the skill that I will be
creating for my Virtual Interactive Storytelling scene with voice recognition skills for navigational
gamification immersiveness.
At this moment and time I have yet to fulfill completing the skill and scene. I will keep the blog updated.
Reactions to Field Test
The people that I had test my hypothesis were people of who already created the product and
employees at Amazon, specifically in the Echo engineering department and user interface researcher
departments. One of the entire reasons I came up with this concept was because of the new available
gamification interactive Alexa skill possibilities and another was from this video created by David

Markley, Senior Manager at Amazon. https://youtu.be/j6-_3a_09yc I reached out to David via email but
never heard anything.

The other people are internal as well, said that this skill, yet available, is not a true function of Alexa’s
skills yet. I was told by two reliable sources that the skills have been hacked so much that this skill is a
result of one of those hacks. Not a true capability yet. Hmmm. That leaves me unsatisfied. Because the
skill was on the developer front page for Alexa. However, this did not discourage me. If you take a look
at the https://developer.amazon.com/public/community/post/TxEQV5K754YS77/Announcing-a-NewTool-for-Building-Interactive-Adventure-Games-on-Alexa you will see that ‘The Wayne Investigation
Skill’, is exactly the same thing as the skill the two internal sources are telling me ‘Alexa’ cannot do. This
is a link to the review of the game-in-action: https://youtu.be/M8knu4fQxD0

I.C.R. Field Test Metrics
Collecting metrics and targeted reports for my field test is not necessarily tangible as I am still in the
process of connecting with the right people to fulfill this prototype for media outlets to use to tell
immersive stories through voice-recognizing navigational elements. Nonetheless, I do believe that once

everything is attached
and created this platform
will be easy to plug-in
play for journalists and a
tracking algorithm will be
able to test behavioral,
connectivity and time
spent and elements
utilized within each story
scene.
Expectations Met
Based on all the above
(and actually more than
just above), I would
conclude that the
effectiveness of this
technology merge as a
platform met my
expectations, yet the
project is still in progress.
Short

Expectations that Fell

I believe that this technology merger is going to be a new interactive immersive experience for
audiences of all kinds. Nonetheless, Amazon and the internal line of communication for research and
execution on this skill seem to be lacking in process and procedure. They definitely seem to have fallen
short because of the lack of knowledge that the engineers and internal developers had on the actual skill
was baffling. Even with the Unity 3D software, which is always an evolving software will always have
some glitches just because of the platform by default and as a SaaS. But I expect more out of Amazon.
But I was sorely disappointed with Amazon and their lack of understanding of what or how to create the
skill I was (or am) creating. Even the platforms with Unity community has a great connection and tons of
people who will respond (you would think Amazon would have a similar community with the developer
forums), but Amazon falls drastically short. I left a question in the forum and reached out to the Senior
Manager at Amazon as well as reached out to my sister, whom is a user experience researcher for Alexa,
and her college whom is an engineer for Echo and Alexa skills. But all had either no response or did not
know how to execute what I was creating (even though it clearly on the front page of the developer’s
page for Alexa Skills).
I expect a little more from a company that has become a tech giant to have better internal
communication.
And thus far have yet to fulfill the skill to finish technology. I am waiting for word from Amazon
engineers to help and I plan to fulfill this technology and how I will present it to media companies in the
entrepreneur class (the end cap for Communications@Syracuse.
Impactful Improvements

In order to reach this technology’s maximum impact on audiences for media outlets would be to have
the voice-recognizing, interactive “news” gamification skill already set for a ‘key-turn’ platform. Pluginplay is ideal to create the fastest and easiest available element when creating a news story. I believe this
is key, because media outlets are racing against the clock to release great stories. But if the technology
was as easy as to just drag and drop into the Unity 3D software (or any 3D, virtual/ augmented reality
software that journalists create their storytelling scenes) would be the best so the journalists do not
have to worry about any malfunctions that could create an issue for the target audiences.
I think that if this one storytelling technology creates any error on the audience’s side, then credibility
could be in jeopardy because a story could mislead audiences or worse completely cause a heavy load of
bottle necking on whatever smart devices used to view the story. To me it would come off as if
someone uploaded a video to a huge story but forgot to check that the audio was attached too.
That would be an amateur move.
Projections of This Technology
I believe that connecting voice recognizing element will fill a void that seems to be non-existent
between the media and visually impaired. I also think that this will create a deeper engagement with
stories for non-handicap as well. Media outlets will be able to create stories with voice-recognizing
navigational capabilities that bring a unique element to personalizing stories to immerse in 3D/ Virtual
Reality/ Augmented Reality.
I feel telling stories like the massacre in Florida to even sports stories as well as any feature story will
enable journalists create a deeper level of connection with their audience's and give a story experience
to be interpreted within a user’s own imagination. Create an Alexa skill that can give visual context of
stories without visuals. Text voice-recognition navigation for literally all humans (disability
accommodating) to explain a storytelling scene through visual text will give visually impaired individuals
a whole new understanding of what and how stories are experienced per the navigational voice skill.
I full heartedly know that this technology will transport and reach a new connection with journalistic
story forms, engaging any and all audiences on a whole new level.
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